TE-FGP20

BI-AXIAL FIBERGLASS GEOGRID
Titan’s TE-FGP fiberglass geogrid is specifically designed for asphalt reinforcement. Its optimal apertures allow asphalt
particles to penetrate through the grid to achieve high interlock and effective bonding of the two asphalt lifts. This geogrid is
also polymer coated which ensures proper adhesion to the asphalt layers over the tack coat surface, and further optimizes
the chemical compatibility between the fiberglass reinforcement and the pavement overlay to create a solid bond of the
asphalt layers over the tack coat surface. This bond ensures that the reinforcing grid is in a position to effectively accept and
distribute tensile stresses.
It is self-adhesive and offers excellent heat resistance; minimal shrinkage at high temperatures; high chemical, physical and
biological durability along with optimal elastic modulus and aperture size. It is biologically unaffected by soil microorganisms, inert to all chemicals normally found in the soil, and formulated to resist ultraviolet degradation.
TESTED PROPERTY

Ultimate Tensile Strength

(1)

VALUE
ENGLISH (METRIC)
MD

XD

lbs/ft (kN/m)

6,854 (100.0)

13,708 (200.0)

(1)

ASTM D-6637

lbs/ft (kN/m)

5,141 (75.0)

10,966 (160.0)

(1)

ASTM D-6637

lb/inch (kN/m)

21,419 (3750.0)

45,693 ( 8000.0)

Internal Test
Method

%

ASTM D-6637

%

Shrinkage Properties
Strain at Ultimate

UNIT
ENGLISH (METRIC)

ASTM D-6637

Tensile Strength at 2% strain
Secant Stiffness at 2% strain

TEST METHOD

(2)

Less than 0.5% at 200°C after 15
minutes
<3

Grid Material

<3
Fiberglass Grid

Polymeric with pressure sensitive
self-adhesive backing

Coating
(2)

Optimum Elasticity Modulus

6

psi (mPA)

10.6 x 10 (73,000)

Melting Point Coating

ASTM D-276

°f (°C)

482 (>250)

Melting Point Glass

ASTM C-338

°f (°C)

1508 (>820)

Nominal

inch (mm)

ASTM D5261

oz/y (g/m )

Aperture Size (center to center of strand)
Mass/Unit Area

(2)

2

0.5(12.7)

2

0.3 (7.62) or
0.5 (12.7)
18.0 (610)

TYPICAL ROLL DIMENSIONS
Roll Length
Roll Width

(3)(4)

(3)(4)

Minimum

ft (m)

246 (75)

Minimum

ft (m)

5.0 (1.5) or 7.3 (2.25)

Notes:
1. MARV – Minimum Average Roll Values
2. Mean
3. Minimum
4. Typical. Standard roll dimensions are shown. The products may be fabricated to custom lengths to meet customer needs.

This data is provided for informational purposes only. Titan makes no warranties as to the suitability or the fitness for a specific use or
merchantability of the products referred to, no guarantee of satisfactory results from reliance upon contained information or
recommendations and disclaims all liability from resulting loss or damage. This information is subject to change without notice,
please check with us for current updates.
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